The question posed by my title is: If not numbers, then what? The computer was invented as a number cruncher but, in order to perform numerical tasks efficiently, it had to be given important non-numerical capabilities. I will indicate why this had to be done and what the consequences have been.
Numbers-more precisely, numerals-are patterns of varied shapes. We distinguish the numeral 2 from the numeral 3 by noting these differences in shape. Of course, to a computer, the shapes are not what they are to us. If you open the cover of a computer, you will not find a pattern inside in the shape of the numeral 3. Nevertheless, the computer must be able to make the same kind of discrimination-among electromagnetic patterns, say-as we make when we recognize a 3. The computer can make tests to determine whether two patterns or symbols presented to it are equal symbols or unequal symbols-that is, whether they are both instances of the numeral 2 or are instances of different numerals, of the letter "e" or different letters, of the same English word or different English words.
It is essential that the computer be able to test equality and inequality of symbols, and the symbols that the computer compares and manipulates can denote anything-letters, words, numbers. A computer is an example of a physical symbol system, a system capable of manipulating symbols that are represented in some physical medium, whether it be steel or silicon or neuronal tissue.
COMPUTER CAPABILITIES
A computer can perform a few basic operations (1) . It can read symbols from external sources and register them internally. It can write symbols, putting them out onto display devices. It can store symbols for indefinite periods. It can copy symbols from one storage location to another. As I mentioned, it can compare symbols and then-a very important capability-it can proceed along one path if it finds the symbols compared to be the same, and another path if they are different. This last is the branch operation familiar to all of us who have worked with computers.
If a symbol stored in the computer represents an instruction instead of data, the computer must be able to understand that symbol and to interpret it. Whatever the computer programming language and whatever the electromagnetic mode of memory storage, when we give the computer the instruction "add 3 and 3," we expect it to answer "6." This means that it has to understand the meaning of the instruction word "add,"
however that word may be symbolized and in whatever programming language.
Early in the history of the development of the moderncomputer, the advantage was seen of storing the program in the computer memory in just the same way as data were stored.
Instead of following the model of the Jacquard loom, in which the program controlling its operations is recorded on a long cardboard strip outside the machine, the designers of the computer saw that greater speed could be achieved with an internally stored program. It was this insight that unintendedly gave the modern computer its universality and, in particular, its capabilities for non-numerical computation.
Except for important differences in speed and memory capacity outlined by Oliver (2), the modern computer (which means any computer built in the past 25 years) is not fundamentally different from the early computers that were designed at the University of Pennsylvania or by John von Neumann and his associates. If you store the program in exactly the same way as you store the data, then program and data inside the computer become interchangeable. You can operate on data as though they were program, and you can operate on and change programs as though they were data. This has important consequences.
Provided a computer meets the specifications I have outlined-the ability to perform basic symbol manipulations and to store its programs in memory-its hardware specifications are irrelevant for our purposes. In principle, you can do exactly the same things with the computer regardless of whether it is assembled from relays, tubes, germanium diodes, transistors, chips, or, some of us think, neurons.
SYMBOL SYSTEM HYPOTHESIS The remainder of my remarks are based on a hypothesis usually described as the "physical symbol system hypothesis." The hypothesis is that a physical system can exhibit intelligence if, and only if, it is a properly programmed physical symbol system (3). By physical symbol system, I mean a system that has the basic capabilities, just described, of a modern computer.
The term "intelligence" in the hypothesis also needs definition. Intelligence, say psychologists, is what intelligence tests measure. I think we can improve on that definition. A system is intelligent if, when given problems that we and other human beings regard as difficult, it is able to discover solutions for those problems. Clearly, intelligence is not a unitary thing. A system, including ourselves, might be able to solve problems of one kind and completely unable to solve problems of another kind. Hence, a physical symbol system might exhibit intelligence in one problem domain and not in another. But Greek, and therefore He could not allocate particular parts of memory to the one language and other parts to the other. Memory had to be sufficiently flexible so that it could hold either one of these languages, or Chinese or some other.
The particular solution that was found for this problem for artificial intelligence purposes, but which also found other important applications in computing, is called "list processing" (1, 5) . It is a software technique that can be used with standard computer hardware. The first list-processing languages were a series called IPL (Information Processing Language); the mostly widely used today is a language called LISP.
A list-processing language stores information in memory in ordered sets-lists-that need not be located sequentially in the hardware memory but may be distributed about in a wholly arbitrary way. The ordering is defined by storing with each symbol a pointer that designates the memory location of the next symbol on the list. The programming language contains instructions for finding the symbol that is next on a list to a given symbol, inserting a symbol in a list in an arbitrary location, finding a symbol in a list, and the like.
Up to the present, this kind of flexibility in the organization of computer memories has been accomplished through listprocessing languages which have to be painfully interpreted or translated by the computer, instruction by instruction, into its underlying machine instructions. Although some of the efficiency that is lost by this interpretive procedure can be recovered by compiling the program in advance of execution, even with compilation, the use of list-processing languages reduces by an order of magnitude the speed of a computation (that is, of any computation that could readily be carried out without using such techniques). At the present time, several groups are designing computers that will have list-processing capabilities built into hardware, with a consequent major gain in speed of execution.
In considerable part, the idea of organizing memories as list structures was borrowed from our knowledge of the organization of human memory, in particular the fact that human memory is associative. Memory can be thought of as an assemblage of lists or a collection of nodes with links connecting them. The human memory is also a little like an encyclopedia with a very large body of text, in order to find the text that you want to read, you have to use an elaborate index. No matter where items are located, you can find them if appropriate index entries are associated with them. List-processing techniques have been developed for generating such indexes automatically so that the programmer does not have to pay explicit attention to where information is stored (6) . It is like a looseleaf encyclopedia in which new items can be added anywhere at any time.
These are some of the ways in which programming methods developed for use in non-numerical computation have enabled us to borrow some of the organizational techniques that are used to store and process symbols in the human brain. Because these techniques are implementable in software, they depend on neither the hardware of a particular computer nor the neurophysiology of the brain. That is fortunate, because we know very little about the latter as it relates to the implementation of associative storage or processes.
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS Another class of technical programming issues that had to be addressed before non-numerical computation could go very far included those concerned with controlling the path of computation-i.e., how the system can decide what it will do next. Here, the early ideas were quite parallel with those that were adopted for algebraic computation in the FORTRAN-like languages. One of these was the idea of being able to define subroutines. For example, in a program for filling out an income tax return, one subroutine might do some additions and subtractions to calculate adjusted gross income. Then the system should be able to incorporate this subroutine and others into large and larger structures until the whole hierarchy of closed subroutines is capable of computing the tax. The idea of writing programs as such hierarchies (sometimes referred to as "structured programming") received much of its early impetus from the research on list-processing languages.
The idea of subroutine hierarchies is widely used, but it turns out not to provide all the flexibility that is needed for the convenient programming of artificial intelligence systems. In particular, it creates too rigid a control over the course of the (1), is now becoming more and more popular in artificial intelligence.
On the theoretical side, the idea of production systems predates the invention of the modern computer, going back to the logicians Post, Church, Turing, and Markov. The idea is that you can build a perfectly general programming language ("perfectly general" means one in which anything can be programmed that can be programmed in another computer language) in the form of lists of homogeneous instructions called "productions."
In a production system, all of the instructions are in one basic form: a set of conditions (C) followed by actions (A), C A.
The rule of operation is that, whenever the conditions of a production are satisfied, the actions of the production are executed. Various rules may be introduced to resolve the conflict that arises when the conditions of two or more productions are satisfied simultaneously. One rule imposes a prespecified priority ranking among the productions; another requires that productions with stronger conditions be executed before productions with weaker conditions. These details will not concern us here. A production system for driving an automobile might contain a production, "if there is a red light --stop." Another might specify, "if there is a green light --proceed." If the former production were given priority over the latter-the safe arrangement-a combination of red and green lights would bring the car to a halt.
Evidence is gradually accumulating that the control of human behavior is managed by something that resembles a production system. When they are carrying out cognitive tasks, people are sensitive to two kinds of things. They are sensitive to some aspects of the visual and auditory stimuli impinging on them-stimuli that might include the marks on a sheet of paper on which they are writing down numbers or words. Second, their behavior is responsive to goals. The behavior must be oriented to the present state of affairs as revealed through the senses and it must be goal-oriented if it is to be rational, purposive behavior.
By incorporating in a production both conditions that test for features of the external world and features that test for the presence of goals, we can bring about actions that are appropriate both to the situation in which a system finds itself and to the goals that it has stored in memory. Programs have been written for a wide range of task domains-solving problems in physics or geometry, making medical diagnoses, to mention a couple-that carry out successful problem-solving searches under the control of production systems.
MEANS/ENDS ANALYSIS
Having sketched some of the programming techniques that are used in artificial intelligence and cognitive simulation, let me turn to some specific examples of applications of these techniques. One interesting area of application, just beginning to find practical use in industry, is the automatic design of paths for chemical synthesis. Suppose For a serial system, human or computer, to search through a branching tree of possibilities, some rule must be imposed to determine where to search next. From a programming standpoint, the simplest rules are breadth-first search and depth-first search (1) . In breadth-first search, all branches are explored one step ahead, then all twigs of those branches, and so on. In depth-first search, a branch is explored until the answer is found or the continuation seems unpromising. Then the search backs up to the nearest unexplored branch and continues again in depth. Wide experience shows that neither of these procedures competes effectively with best-first search. In best-first search, each branch that has not yet been explored is assigned a value, an estimate of the likelihood that it lies on an easy path to the goal. At each step, the search is continued from the unexplored tip that has the highest value. In this scheme, search can shift flexibly from one part to another of the search tree as the evaluations are altered by new information derived from the search.
These are not new principles. What is new is the demonstration that with the use of just these principles plus the basic capabilities of the computer one can do sophisticated things like knowledge in productions that allow the following kind of monologue to be carried out. I want to synthesize this molecule; Study of the thought processes used in solving college-level physics problems is proving to be a productive direction of research (12) . A physics professor (assumed to be expert) is asked to solve a sophomore physics problem; a sophomore who is currently taking the physics course is also set to solving it. Then, computer programs are built to simulate the thought processes of the expert and of the novice. Comparison of the programs reveals the basic differences in the ways in which they approached the problems and in the pre-stored knowledge and skills they applied to them. The final step in the research, and this is still prospective, will be to build some adaptive production systems that will gradually evolve from novice toward expert status. By an adaptive production system I mean a program that has capabilities for modifying itself, including capabilities for constructing new productions and ingesting them.
What does a program need in order to solve physics problems even at the novice level? First, it has to have a language-processing component (13) . Although we are far from being able to handle language in its full generality, there are programs today that, within limits, will handle the language of the problems at the end of the chapter in a physics textbook. They can parse the kinds of sentences that are found there, and they can be provided with appropriate vocabulary. So, as a first requirement, the physics program has to have a considerable capability for natural language processing.
Second, there has to be a semantic component (14) . We know that when a good physicist solves a problem he does not just read the English and translate it directly into algebra. We Space does not permit me to describe here how an adaptive production system can be superimposed on a problem-solving system of the kind I have just described, in order to enable it to learn and to improve its performance. Several such systems, for simple subdomains within physics, algebra, and geometry have already been constructed (15) (16) (17) . One idea that has been quite successful has been to provide such a program with worked-out problem examples. Using means/ends analysis, the adaptive production system is able to determine what action was performed at each step of the example and what change was accomplished. This information is then converted into a new production, C --A, in which the conditions C are inferred from changes produced by the action, and the action itself becomes A. CONCLUSION I have been able to mention only a tiny sample of the advances in artificial intelligence, cognitive simulation, and non-numerical computing in general that are going on today. At this time there are programs in practical use that analyze mass spectrograms automatically and identify the molecules that produced the spectrogram. Several programs have been developed for medical diagnosis which, although not yet used on a routine basis, have already reached a good clinical level of competence in internal medicine (18) and in microbial diseases (19) . Programs now under development are capable of discovering lawful patterns in bodies of empirical data. The examples are almost endless.
I have presented here a personal view of a field that is burgeoning very rapidly, especially as application areas begin to branch off. There are specialists now, for example, who are spending all of their time on medical diagnosis programs; other specialists devote their time to mass spectrography programs, and so on.
In the kinds of non-numerical computation I have been illustrating, the symbols that the computer manipulates are rarely interpretable as numbers. They are more often interpretable as English words and phrases or as abstract representations that are used in many fields in problem solving. Non-numerical computation-artificial intelligence and cognitive simula-6268 Applied Mathematical Sciences: Simon tion-may turn out to be the most significant of all the consequences of the invention of the computer, not merely or perhaps not even because of the additional computing power it gives us but because it gives us deep insights into the nature of intelligence and hence into the operation of the human mind. With the aid of this new device, the computer, used in the way that I have been describing, we are learning to obey that ancient injunction that was said to have been inscribed at Delphi, "Know thyself."
